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I wanted to write this so everyone can understand a few things.

Race has been looked at as some sort of weird concept especially because
people are too brainwashed presently. But this is only for about 60 years or so.
Before that, and even presently, in most regions of the planet other than the few
'progressive' places, race is still looked upon as a very serious, and justified,
reality.

Race is nothing more than a biological observation on who and what we are. A
definition, a standardization, of what already exists in nature. From another
perspective, our Race is only a form of our development, where we are in life,
what we are in ourselves. These expanded to groups of people who are of
similarity to a point of some degree of sameness, is called a "Race". This
includes biological, psychological, spiritual, mental, and physical traits.

When these people are together, in the same place, and develop on the same
path, we have a so-called "Nation". In Homer's definition, we have an "Ethnos"
which is an entity bonded by language, religious tenets, but most importantly of
all, by Blood i.e., descent.

Race is really nothing bad, as in classifying the Sun as Sun, Moon as Moon, the
list goes on. It's part of our cognitive process to create categories based on what
already exists. This process is also what created science and everything
meaningful in our living life. Applied into people, this creates psychology, health
sciences, and yes, racial science.

Scientists who are now creating AI machines to differentiate beings and
individuals, and specialize in facial recognition, are creating machines that
basically, differentiate people in genders, and race, on their own, automatically. In
other words, these 'machines' with their cold calculating logic, on their own,
based on perceived distinction, do "discriminate" and make choices.

Because this AI of basic parameters was something they did not like, and
because it followed basically the natural pretext that anything logical in this world
follows, they are now trying to "politically correct it" and try to make it unable to
draw these parallels. This is because they feel offended by basic and true
cognition. Dogs or cats "discriminate" their owner and other people, too. But
"discrimination" and this faculty of distinction is seen upon as an 'enemy' by the
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borg. The borg does not discriminate. In the eye of the borg, you are all a thing to
be assimilated.

Since we live in a world run by lies, where truth is an enemy, they consider the
above threatening and try to program it out. Which is basically difficult or
impossible. AI in that case, or a robot, they don't have the backbone to make
these distinctions because of 'bias' or 'racism' or 'hatred'. Just calculating logic.
The human mind has a similar function of said logic, which makes distinction.
There is nothing bad or evil here.

The only one who would be afraid of this is someone who wants to lie and
deceive, about the very reality we live in. If one wants to hide the sun, the eyes of
people that perceive the sun, are evil, and need to be plucked out.

There is nothing moral or good about deconstructing this reality. People are
clearly tribal, act in tribal interest, and this involves the interest of their own
species, which is totally sensible. Humans are like a genus of "Birds", but the
peacock is not the same as the pigeon, and the pigeon is not a hawk.

Each look after their own life, but all these birds, and all living species, do benefit
from a clear atmosphere. However, they don't live, eat, and should exist in any
way the same, as their needs and destiny are different.

As in a world where only grey pigeons existed, this would be the depression of all
bird enthusiasts, and nature herself, which gave so much laborious effort to
create these beautiful species, so in a world where there will be "no races" due to
assimilation, and people will be the same, and everything will be the same, life
will become dampening, boring.

One must really hate birds to wish for the hawk, the pigeon, the peacock, and the
exotic parrot, all to mix together and become one singular form of monstrosity.
The only reason one would want to do this, is they want to generate one species
to feast upon to suit their needs, which is what was done with crossing chickens
to generate a species of them in order for one to eat them. There is no natural
mission here.

And likewise, the demented who run this planet, want to develop a singular
species, only for feasting and parasitism processes. Any freedom loving and
supporting people must resist this, and develop themselves.

While birds can have a common interest in clean air, this doesn't invalidate that
the eagle lives in the nest, the amazon parrot must live in the amazon jungle, the
chicken needs to live in its free range enclosure, the list goes. The enemy uses
things that supposedly "Concern all of humanity", to enslave and make false



excuses to mix everyone and ruin them.

As a species, it's also normal that all species look for their own place to live,
based on their own rules, statuses, and having their own racial leadership, and
way of life, cooking, traditions, and many other things which are a manifestation
and creation of their own. This is why when many "different" races are put in the
same geographical space, despite of a few individuals who can mix or defect, the
solid groups remain solid, and they start competing for rights, resources, and
domination in a place.

This comes naturally to all but the most brainwashed currently who are the White
people, whom have been brainwashed by jews, i.e., another tribal group, to not
act in their own living interest, for which ironically, is the only type of interest that
considers that all birds on the planet need clean air, while all the other types of
birds, do not care one inch about anything of that. To victimize and brainwash
people on this basis of anti-existence should be clearly the highest crime, as it's
essentially a brainwashing route into genocide.

Lastly, part of improving the general term "humanity", is to perfect the race
blueprint that nature bestows and advances. Every race has powers,
weaknesses, and a median base line, but also individual exceptions which stand
above the rest. By development, races and wholes do evolve, and as such do
evolve civilization, purpose, and existence.

Life strives for diversity and power. The conclusive end result of if all the races of
the planet mix, will be one very similar if not 'all the same' species in the end of
time, which will have less and less distinction both in contrast to others and onto
itself. In the case of humans, when we mix, diversity is lost, and this is against
nature's dictates.

Races have disappeared, or fallen, or got assimilated, because of negligence of
the above, disrespect to natural laws, or plain incapability or laziness to action,
ignorance, or circumstance. In clashes, a lot of tribes as part of larger racial
families have also been lost, African tribes lost to other African tribes to name an
example, and this was caused to anyone by anyone.

The ancient Philistines, which here are one example, appear to be of Assyrian
blood, they disappeared, and so did many others, and many White sub-races
and tribes, in the going of time. They were a Gentile people who opposed and
stood up to the jews, and the jews made sure to vilify them for eternity in their
texts, the Philistines also went militarily against the jews on more than one
occasion. We didn't even really know if they existed or if they were mythological
until the recent century, where the fact they actually really did exist was
discovered. Even then, without much evidence.



The jews, who themselves try to maintain a 'racial purity' while teaching everyone
the reverse mind-boggling values, have extinct a few of their enemy races over
the thousands of years, most of the time, indirectly, by attacking through nations
that were their hosts. The jews, to this day, practice the strictest laws of eugenics
(racial development, a practice done by all ancient people who were intelligent)
to this very day. They have a rule of purity for ideally up to a thousand years for
the top leaders of their race organizing system. The Cohen Priests need to be
racially jewish, fit specific descent criteria, and unadulterated or clean for a
thousand years to serve in office, and also their Levites, who are their highest
spiritual caste.

To name an example here, aside from the Philistines mentioned above, is the
clear case of WW1 and WW2, which exterminated, on all sides, some of the best
men in America, Europe, and generally the White Race, all for nothing. These
are millions of people. If one takes this percent of population back then, and
compares it with the ancient times, where the death of 1000 or 10000 people
were huge numbers, one can just imagine the bloodshed of literally millions and
millions, and what this really means.

All the numbers of people who died in these wars, or in Mao's and Stalin's
communism, are incomprehensible. The biggest bloodsheds of the 'ancient tribal
times' are nothing but thin air compared to this mass bloodshed. All of these
created by... Whom? When historical events happen, one should ask themselves,
WHO GAINS from this? Who created the conditions for the above to happen?
The White race gained nothing, and only got wounded like beasts from all sides,
bleeding to this day.

Asians, because of the leering poison of Karl Marx, and jewish centralized power
in China and Asia, lost around a hundred million people, including all their top
spiritual class, intelligentsia, and all the people who were racially or otherwise
precious and developed, same as many other innocents who were national
manpower.

The jews, on the other hand, from the pariah of Europe and America, ascended
to now rule these nations. So, who did benefit?

Who benefits from people not knowing about race? Definitely not us or any other
truth-seeking person.
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